
            
 

Thank you for buying my Deluxe Cosmetic Organizer!
 

 

This Deluxe Cosmetic Organizer is designed to conveniently organize your cosmetics and other beauty supplies.   
 

To use: 
 

1) Open the Lid to reveal the mirror (the doors swing open to the left and right.)  The Lid will rest in a slightly angled upright position 
when fully open so you can conveniently view yourself.  Do not force the mirror farther than the built in stop to avoid damaging the 
hinges. 
 

2) With the Lid open and out of the way, grasp the two upper handles and swing the top doors to the left and right.  They will rotate out 
to reveal not only their built in storage trays, but also the middle levels of storage.  The left side has an upper shelf which is great for 
holding small eye shadows, there is this same style shelf at the back wall as well. 
 

The upper left tray is specially designed to store 30 lipsticks and this lipstick divider is removable if you like. The right upper tray can 
hold a variety of tall and larger sized items including; bottled foundation, concealer, nail polish, skincare, eye makeup remover etc. 
 

3) The middle trays can hold a variety of items, too.   
 

4) Grasp the Middle Tray handles and open to the left and right to reveal the Lower Level Compartments.  You can place whatever you 
like in there as well.  The left compartment is meant for compacts.  Place your compacts upright between the dividers so that they stand 
up for easy viewing and access.  Be sure none of your items or compacts stand taller than the side walls of the tray or they will impede 
them from closing properly.   
 

5) The very back wall has many small divided compartments – these sections are for storing makeup brushes, pencils, glosses, mascara 
and other slimmer tall items.   
 

To clean:  
 

The outside of the Cosmetic Organizer can be wiped with a damp cloth to clean off dust and hairspray from the box.  
 

The inside of your box is made of vinyl which is wipeable - use a mild soap and damp cloth to clean.  I hope you enjoy your Cosmetic 
Organizer as much as I do!    

  
Made in China.   Comments: write to FYEO, Inc, P.O. Box 385, Winnetka, IL 60093.  
Patent Pending 
 
 


